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Abstract—  An Instant search is said to be effective when it gives faster retrieval of answer set with minimum computational time. 

Fuzzy search needed for queries that are mistypes due to several reasons. Fuzzy search used  to  improve user search experiences by 

finding relevant answers with keywords similar to query keywords. We are using phrase threshold value which is used to limit the 

answer set generated by instant fuzzy search. For that main challenge is that to improve the speed of performance as well as minimize 

answer set to retrieval of desired documents for the user query. At the same time, we also need better ranking functions that consider 

the proximity of keywords to compute relevance scores. In this paper, we study how to compute proximity information into ranking in 

instant-fuzzy search while achieving efficient time and space complexities. A phrase base indexing technique is used to overcome the 

space and time limitations of these solutions, we propose an approach that focuses on common phrases and trie indices in the database. 

We study how to index these phrase threshold value and compare user threshold for effective answer set and develope an 

computational algorithm for efficiently segmenting a query into phrases and computing these phrases using algorithm to find relevant 

answers to the user query.  

Keywords— Instant search,fuzzy search,trie indices 

Introduction 

Finding relevant answers within time limit to a user query. Fuzzy logic is useful to retrieve exact documents to a user query while 

there may be misspelling in query. Instant search will helpful to lookup expected results while user typing a query.Searching to the 

target document is much easier and fast. Proximity ranking is responsible for getting relevant answer set to user query.Auto-

completion of a query reduces time limit to retrieve relevant answer set to user query.Instant search faster retrieval of answer set with 

minimum computational time. It is known that to achieve an instant speed for humans, from the time a user types in a character to the 

time the results are shown in answer set, the total time should be less than 100 milliseconds. It is needed to consider time goes in 

network delay, time on the search server to find relevant documents to the query, and the time of running code on the device of the 

user such as web browser. Thus the amount of time the server can spend is even less. At the same time, compared to traditional search 

systems, instant search can result in more queries on the server since each keystroke can invoke a query, thus it requires a higher speed 

of the search process to meet the requirement of a high query throughput. What makes the computation even more challenging is that 

the server also needs to retrieve high-quality answers to a query given a limited amount of time to meet the information need of the 

user. 

It is needed to consider time goes in network delay, time on the search server to find relevant documents to the query, and the time of 

running code on the device of the user such as web browser. Thus the amount of time the server can spend is even less.Text related 

interfaces have been undergoing a sea change in the last few years. An auto completion mechanism unobtrusively prompts the user 

with a set of suggestions, each of which is a suffix, or completion, of the user’s current input. This allows the user to avoid 

unnecessary typing, hence saving not just time but also user cognitive burden. 
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Instant search is said to be effective when it gives faster retrieval of answer set with minimum computational time. It is known that to 

achieve an instant speed for humans, from the time a user types in a character to the time the results are shown in answer set, the total 

time should be less than 100 milliseconds [7]. It is needed to consider time goes in network delay, time on the search server to find 

relevant documents to the query, and the time of running code on the device of the user such as web browser. Thus the amount of time 

the server can spend is even less. At the same time, compared to traditional search systems, instant search can result in more queries 

on the server since each keystroke can invoke a query, thus it requires a higher speed of the search process to meet the requirement of 

a high query throughput. What makes the computation even more challenging is that the server also needs to retrieve high-quality 

answers to a query given a limited amount of time to meet the information need of the user.[8] 

Using trie index tree an improved fuzzy logic can be applicable to the words even though that mistypes. When user mistypes a query, 

even though system will retrieve most of the relevant answer set. Fuzzy searching is specially useful when researching unfamiliar, 

foreign-language, or sophisticated terms, the accurate spellings of which are not widely known. Fuzzy searching can also be used to 

locate individuals based on imperfect or partially inaccurate identifying information. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT : 

It is needed return proper results to an user query even user mistypes due to small interface just like mobile phones, lack of english 

spelling knowledge to user, etc. So, we study how to integrate proximity information into ranking in instant-fuzzy search to compute 

relevant answers to the query[8]. User mistypes a query due to small keyboards, mobile phones, spelling mistake or lack of subject 

knowledge, etc. The proximity of matching keywords in answers is an important function to determine the relevance of the answers. 

User queries typically contain correlated keywords, as well as some pattern based phrases and to answers to these  keywords or 

phrases together are more likely what the user is looking for. [15] 

Finding relevant answers within time limit to a user query. Fuzzy logic is useful to retrieve exact documents to a user query while 

there may be misspelling in query.For example, if the user types in a search engine as a search query ―Sachin Tendulkar‖, the user is 

most likely looking for the records containing information about the cricketer Sachin Tendulkar, while documents containing ―Sachin 

Pilgaonkar‖.Existing system have limitation to respond to user query, as it requires mostly three phrases to enter for proximity instant 

search and it is time consuming. To achieve exact matches needed to user, we adapt instant fuzzy search. There is a need to minimize 

time and space tradeoff for retrieval of user query while user typing a query. Eventhogh user mistypes from at the start of query fuzzy 

search needed to calculate similarity as well as edit distance by considering trie index tree structure to get proper results. 

 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

        In [1],   In this paper, a document is altered to a pseudo document form, means containing long form, short forms or any related 

data to it.  Also, a term count is propagated to other nearby terms, so that nearness among the words is find. Then they consider three 

heuristics, i.e., the distance of two query term occurrences, their order, and asigned term weights, which can be viewed as a pseudo 

term frequency. 

    In [2], author studied the problem of auto completion by considering different words. There are two main challenges: one is that the 

number of phrases (both the number possible as well as the number actually observed in a corpus) is combinatorially larger than the 

number of words; the second is that a ―phrase‖, unlike a ―word‖, does not have a well-defined boundary, so that the auto completion 

system has to decide not just what to predict, but also how far way these phrases indeed. For that implementation they introduced a 

FussyTree structure to address the first challenge and the concept of a significant phrase to address the second challenge. They 

developed a probabilistically driven multiple completion choice model, and exploit features such as frequency distributions to improve 

the quality of our suffix completions. They experimentally demonstrate the practicability and value of our technique for an email 

composition application and show that we can save approximately a fifth of the keystrokes typed. 

     In [3], author studied how to identify existing indexes, search algorithms, filtering strategies, selectivity estimation techniques and 

other work, and comment on their respective merits and limitations. 

     In [4], the author uses new early termination techniques for efficient query processing for the case where term proximity is 

integrated into the retrieval model. They implemented new index structures based on a term-pair index, and study new document 

retrieval strategies on the resulting indexes. They have  performed a detailed experimental evaluation on  new techniques and compare 
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them with the existing approaches. Experimental results on large scale data sets show that their techniques can significantly improve 

the efficiency of query processing. 

      In [5], author proved the results of lower ranked auto completion is basically receive lower engagement than the higher one. They 

suggested that users are most likely to engage with auto-completion after typing about half of the query, with particular at word 

boundaries. They also noticed that the auto-completion varies with the distance of query characters on the keyboard. Finally, the 

results indicates user engagement with  auto completion is effective.  

In [6], author implemented log linear model is indicating as conditional probability distribution of an output string and a rule set for 

the transformation conditioned on an input string. The learning method employs maximum likelihood estimation for parameter 

estimation. The string generation algorithm based on pruning is used to generate only important documents in answer set. Author also 

worked with error correction in query to provide effective answer set to the query. 

     In our work, we are using effective phrase indexing and also want the use of trie index structure to improve speed of performance 

to instant query search.  

 

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

Proposed System Architecture 

     Fig. 1 shows proposed architecture of system indicating computation of dictionary and valid phrases to the user query continuously 

when user interacts. An trie indices are also generated for each of the valid phrases with an incremental approach.These collected 

phrases are will be stored in dataset for further use of comparison when user enters keywords as a query.We are preparing valid phrase 

based indexing and making tree based structure to store these phrases to fast retrieval when user enters a query. Next step is to develop 

effective query plan that helps to generate valid segmentation and ranking only top-k answers to the query. Proposed system will 

overcome limitation of existing system as we are dealing with minimizing top-k answers by effective phrase indexing and segmenting 

those phrases in proper order.   

 

Fig.1 Proposed System Architecture 

 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

 Finding Cosine Similarity Between Words : 

                         ∑(Qwi) * (Pwi)  

         C.S.   =                      

                        √∑(Qwi)
2
. √∑(Pwi)

2
  

 Were, 
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               C.S. = Cosine Similarity 

                Q = User query 

                Wi = Each word in the document 

                 P = No. of occurrences  of Wi  in the document 

 Finding Edit Distance Between Keywords : 

        e.g.  ―cats‖ 

                 ―ckats‖ 

           Edit Distance = 2  

A DFA is mathematically represented as a 5-Tuple 

(Q,∑, ∂, Q0, F) 

The function ∂ is a transition function. 

Fig.2 Shows mathematical model, 

 Were, 

     X1:User query 

     X2:Database 

     X3:Phrase Index Identification 

     X4:Collected Phrases 

     X5:Valid Phrases 

     X6:Effective Query Plan 

     X7: Gathering Valid Segmentation 

     X8:Ranking Segmentation 

     X9:Instan-Search Ranked Documents Choosen with Threshold Value 
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Fig.2 Mathematical Model for Proposed System 

Modules 

 

1. Module I: Loading Database to Instant Fuzzy Search 

      In this module, we are loading dataset of movies which is created in XML. XML document is loaded in to Instant Fuzzy Search 

for preparing overall dictionary to given dataset. Dataset is prepared from IMDB, were 2000 movies dataset is collected for real time 

processing. 

2. Module II: Collection and preparation of Dictionary 

            After loading dataset, we are preparing dictionary which involves all the uniqe  keywords from the XML document. Basically 

dictionary involves valid keywords after removal of stopwords. This prepared dictionary is passed to next phases of Instant fuzzy 

search. 

3. Module III: Preparation Of Valid Phrases 

           Previous module stores unique keywords from dataset. On the basis of given dictionary, we prepare valid phrases. These 

phrases are important to retrieve relevant answer set to the user. These prepared valid phases are then forwarded to next phase for the 

preparation of Trie tree. 

4. Module IV: Preparing Trie tree for Collected Valid Phrases 

      In this phase, we are preparing trie nodes which involves root and their various inserted childs depending on valid phrases. 

Basically, there is a possible chain of keywords which involves single parent node and multiple or single child to an active node. So, 

for the given valid phrases there are several active nodes involves several possible combination of childs. 

 

 

Fig 1. Trie Index Tree 
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RESULTS 

The IMDB dataset is used for the experimental setup that includes movies related information which is stored in structural format i.e. 

in XML format. We are  using  2000 movies information from the IMDB dataset for our project. The given dataset is structured using 

separation of movie name, year of releasing and basic information. 

TABLE I  Movie Dataset 

Dataset IMDB(Movies Related 

Information) 

No. of distinct keywords 5000 

Average record length 40 

Data Size 184 KB 

 

 

Fig. 3 Relevent documents to user query 

The results obtained from the traditional Instant fuzzy search framework and implemented proposed system  are taken on different sets 

of data. Both results are then compared to find out the conclusion. For both traditional and proposed system the same environment is 

used. The setup used for Instant fuzzy search and the results obtained are discussed below. 

        Figure 3 shows number for relevant document set is retrieved for given user queries. We are showing there are for five user 

queries as a input to the search engine and for each user query, search engine instantly gives responses. Figure 3 shows for the first 

user query, search engine gives us 6 relevant answer set from 10.(i.e. Total length of retrieved answer set to the user query). Similarly 

when user enters second query, that returns 7 relevant answer sets as shown in figure. Basically our proposed system will apply fuzzy 

logic from the first alphabet of the query as compared with existing system requires at least 3 characters. 
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CONCLUSION 

  In this paper we study how to improve  instant-fuzzy search  by effective phrase index identification and segmenting those phrases 

with proper indexing by considering proximity information when we need to compute top-k answers. We compared our techniques to 

the instant fuzzy adaptations of basic approaches. We conducted a very thorough analysis by considering space, time, and relevancy 

tradeoffs of these approaches.  

  In particular, our experiments on real dataset movies will show the efficiency of the proposed technique for retrieval of maximum no. 

of relevant document when user partially types a query. Even though user mistypes a query our proposed architecture retrieves 

maximum number of relevant answer set. 
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